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Consistent with the dynamics of the robot

M(q)q̈+ h(q, q̇) = ST ⌧ + JT
c (q)�

� 2 S�,q 2 Sq

contact forces

torques
(under) actuation

joint + robot base
accelerations

Constraints on admissible 
contact forces and motions



Decomposition of the dynamics

Equations of motion M(q)q̈+ h(q, q̇) = ST ⌧ + JT
c (q)�Maq̈+ ha = ⌧ + JT

a�

Unactuated

Actuated

Muq̈+ hu = JT
u�

Unactuated dynamics = evolution of momentum

Actuated dynamics ⇒
Equivalent to a manipulator

⌧ = Maq̈+ ha � JT
a�

Any combination of motions and contact forces will 
satisfy actuated dynamics (ignoring actuation limits)

Linear momentum

Angular momentum

Decomposition of optimal control problem:
1 momentum and contact forces planning

II kinematics planning

[Wieber, 2006]

Center of Massmṙ = hlinear

[Herzog et al., Humanoids 2015,IROS 2016]
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Linear momentum
Angular momentum

�, r, c 2 S�

min J(r,h, c,�)

mṙ = hlinear Center of Mass

Constraints (friction cone, CoP, etc)

non-convex optimal control problem with 
contact forces (and location) as control input

Computing CoM, linear and angular momentum trajectories

Examples:
 
1. Angular momentum = 0       CoM height = constant

 => Linear Inverted Pendulum Model (Kajita et al. 2002)
Preview control, capture point, etc (Wieber, Pratt, etc)

2. Other less restrictive assumptions allow more general 
multi-contact motions (e.g.  Audren, Dai, Wensing, etc) 



Structure of the dynamics optimal control problem

Linear momentum
Angular momentum

�, r, c 2 S�

min J(r,h, c,�)

mṙ = hlinear Center of Mass

Constraints (friction cone, CoP, etc)

non-convex optimal control problem with 
contact forces (and location) as control input

Computing CoM, linear and angular momentum trajectories

Exploit structure to efficiently solve the problem
1. dynamics can be written as difference of quadratic function 

[Herzog et al. 2016]  
2. problem can be expressed in sparse sequential form that 

scales linearly with time [Herzog et al. 2016]  
3. convex QCQP approximation of the problem [Ponton et al. 2016]



[Ponton et al., Humanoids 2016]

Convex relaxation of momentum optimization

In this paper, we are interested in planning: CoM mo-
tion and momentum, contact interaction forces, and a short
sequence of contacts consistent with the desired dynamic
motion (Fig. 1). Specifically our contributions are:

1) We use the result presented in [13] (namely, that the
torque contribution of each end-effector to the angular
momentum rate can be analytically decomposed into a
convex and a concave part) to find a convex relaxation
of the angular momentum dynamics. This allows us
to formulate the problem as a single convex QCQP.
Our approach significantly improves computational
complexity and can solve the momentum optimization
problem in realtime. Moreover, experimental results
suggest that the relaxation is tight: solutions of the
relaxed convex problem correspond to the global opti-
mum of the original, non-convex, problem.

2) Using our convex model, we extend [8] by including
a dynamic model and hand contacts. It allows to plan
together contact locations, contact forces and momen-
tum dynamics. Therefore, the contact plan is not blind
to the dynamic evolution of the robot. Furthermore, it
is fast enough to be used online for a short preview
sequence of contacts.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec.
II, we present the problem formulation. Then, in Sec. III,
we show how to obtain a convex model of the momentum
dynamics and present the extension of the contact planner to
incorporate a dynamics model. We show experimental results
in Sec. IV and conclude the paper in Sec. V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The dynamic model of a floating-base rigid body system is

H(q)q̈+C(q, q̇) = ST t j +JT
e l ,

where q =
⇥
qT

j xT ⇤T denotes the robot state. x 2 SE(3) is
the position and orientation of the floating base frame of the
robot with respect to the inertial frame and q j 2Rn j are joints
positions. H(q)2Rn j+6⇥n j+6 is the inertia matrix; C(q, q̇)2
Rn j+6 the vector of Coriolis, centrifugal, gravity forces; S =⇥
In j⇥n j 0

⇤
2 Rn j⇥n j+6 the selection matrix and represents

the under-actuation of the system. t j 2 Rn j is the vector
of joint torques; Je the Jacobian of the contact constraints
and l =

⇥
· · · fe te · · ·

⇤
the vector of generalized forces,

composed of forces fe and torques te acting at contact e.
The equations of motion can be decomposed into an

actuated a and an un-actuated u part as follows:

Ha(q)q̈+Ca(q, q̇) = t j +JT
e,al (1a)

Hu(q)q̈+Cu(q, q̇) = JT
e,ul (1b)

Equation (1b) can be interpreted as the Newton-Euler
equations of the system. It expresses the change of momen-
tum of a robot as a function of external forces. Under the
assumption of enough torque authority, any combination of
forces l and accelerations q̈ can be realized, as shown by
the actuated part of the equations of motion (1a), if they are
consistent with the underactuated dynamics [24], [11]. This
suggests a natural decomposition for planning dynamically

Fig. 1: Capabilities of the proposed algorithm.

consistent multi-contact motions for legged robots: the mo-
mentum equations are sufficient to ensure dynamic feasibility
and Equation (1a) is only necessary to ensure kinematic
feasibility and torque limits [12]. The centroidal dynamics
equations, when expressed at the robot CoM, are:

ḣ =

2

4
ṙ
l̇
k̇

3

5=

2

4
1
M l

Mg+Âe fe
Âe(pe + ze � r)⇥ fe + te

3

5 (2)

where r, l and k denote the CoM position, linear and angular
momenta, respectively. M is the robot total mass and g the
gravity vector. ze is the center of pressure (CoP) position
within the end-effector support region with respect to the
point pe, denoting the position of the e end-effector. Addi-
tionally, these dynamics are subject to physical constraints
such as friction cones, CoPs within its support region in order
to avoid tilting and torque limits.

In this paper, we concentrate on finding a convex formu-
lation of the centroidal momentum dynamics (2), to plan
optimal dynamic motions and contact locations in realtime,
which could then be realized by a low-level controller such
as an inverse dynamics one [12]. Formally, we would like to
find a solution that

min
pe,ze,fe,te

fN(hN)+
N�1

Â
t=1

`t(h,pe,ze, fe,te)Dt (3)

minimizes the sum of a terminal cost fN(hN) and a running
cost `t(h,pe,ze, fe,te), as will be defined later, over the avail-
able controls (namely contact locations pe, CoP locations ze,
and contact wrenches fe,te), under the discretized centroidal
momentum dynamics:

2

66664

rt
lt
kt
l̇t
k̇t

3

77775
=

2

66664

rt�1 +
Dt
M lt

lt�1 + l̇tDt
kt�1 + k̇tDt
Mg+Âe fe,t

Âe ke,t

3

77775
(4)

where the variable ke,t (end-effector contribution to angular

Mixed Integer 
Convex QCQP

Convex QCQP

Extension from [Deits et 
al.  2014, Ibanez 2014]

Idea: replace angular momentum minimization by 
minimization of sum of quadratic parts of cross product
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Convex relaxation of momentum optimization



What about robustness of the plans?

Estimation and 
sensor fusion

Feedback 
ControlClassical View +



Increased control authority with better estimators
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Fig. 6: Simulated gyroscope bias estimation using the joint
state filter of Sec. VI.

We also test the joint velocity estimator of Sec. VI which
was implemented for all 14 joint DoFs. Fig. 7 compares the
joint velocity of one hip DoF for the filtered potentiometer-
based velocity, the constrained IMU-based velocity from
Eq. (4), and velocities from the estimator of Sec. VI both
without and with desired joint accelerations as process model
inputs. Both filtered velocities are smoother than the IMU-
based velocity, however the estimate from the filter which
uses desired acceleration in its process model (in black)
has tens of milliseconds less delay than the estimate from
the filter having a naive process model (in green below).
The desired acceleration-based estimator provides a filtered
signal with only a slight delay compared to the IMU-
computed velocity. Given the apparent difference between
the joint accelerations shown in Fig. 4 and the sinusoids
used to generate them, we expect velocity filter performance
to improve considerably by using either sensor-based joint
accelerations or accelerations computed using the dynamic
model. We leave this investigation to future work.
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Fig. 7: Hip joint velocity computed from filtered joint
sensors, directly from gyroscope velocities, filtered using the
estimator of Sec. VI without and with desired accelerations.

Finally, we perform sine tracking tasks for a single joint
in isolation (here the right knee) in order to determine
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Fig. 8: Knee sine tracking for the gains P = 1000 and D =
12, switched from potentiometer-based velocities to IMU-
based velocities at t = 10s.
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Fig. 9: Knee sine tracking for the gains P = 1500 and D =
12 for the IMU-based velocities only.

whether using the IMU-based joint velocities allows us to
increase controller gains and enable better tracking. A joint
proportional-derivative (PD) controller was implemented for
the knee using potentiometer-based joint position and veloc-
ity (filtered at a 25Hz cutoff) with the ability to switch to
using the raw joint position and gyroscope-based velocity.

For a 0.5Hz sine wave of amplitude 0.25rad, we were
able to increase the position gain to 1000 before the con-
troller using the potentiometer-based velocity went unstable
while we could increase the gain to 1600 before the controller
using the velocity computed from Eq. (4) showed signs of
instability. Fig. 8 shows the tracking using a position gain
of 1000 and a velocity gain of 12 for both potentiometer
and gyroscope-based joint velocities. RMS tracking error
decreases from 0.0103rad to 0.0099rad in position and
from 0.3786rad/s to 0.0902rad/s in velocity by switching
to gyroscope-based velocities. Fig. 9 shows the tracking
using a position gain of 1500 and a velocity gain of 12 for
the gyroscope-based velocities, demonstrating stable position
tracking with an RMS error of 0.0077rad.

We were also able to independently increase the knee
velocity gain from a maximum stable value of 26 using the
potentiometer-based velocities to 30 using the gyroscope-

Only Position 
sensing

IMU + Position 
sensing

Inertial Sensor Network for Humanoid Joint State Estimation
Nicholas Rotella1 Sean Mason1 Stefan Schaal12 Ludovic Righetti2

1CLMC Lab, University of Southern California
2Autonomous Motion Department, Max-Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems

Joint Velocities from Gyroscopes

I Computed using either relative
link poses or link Jacobians
which provide constraints.

I Calibrate IMU orientations to
account for unknown offsets.
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Joint Accelerations from Accelerometers

I Requires knowledge of local
IMU position ! automatically
determined from calibration.

I Using differences between
adjacent sensor readings,
gravity cancels out (global
information not required)

I Prove that three IMUs adjacent
to joint necessary for solution"
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Motivation

I Humanoids use one IMU for base pose estimation
I Quality IMUs have become cheap and common
I What can we estimate with many IMUs?

Setup

Attached one Microstrain
3DM-GX3-25 IMU to each link.

I 3-Axis Gyroscope:
¯w

IMU

= R

IMU

W

wW

IMU

I 3-Axis Accelerometer:
ā

IMU

= R

IMU

W

(aW

IMU

+g)

Goals

I Joint derivatives computed numerically from noisy
potentiometers, filtering induces delays ! Compute
derivatives directly from inertial sensors

I Account for unknown link IMU poses
I Increase control authority using IMU-based signals

Joint State Estimators

I Define state x = [q T, ˙q T]T so

ẋ

1

= x

2

ẋ

2
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I Measure joint angles and
IMU-based velocities
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gyroscope biases

! Fuse joint accelerations
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IMU-based joint velocities
without significant delay.
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IMU-Based Feedback Control
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[Rotella et al., ICRA 2016]

Redundant (multi-modal) sensor fusion 
can improve control authority
Increase feedback gains by 50%
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Optimal feedback for momentum control

coupling between linear and angular 
momentum through contact forces

Center of mass M ṙ = l

l̇ = Mg +
X

fi

̇ =
X

⌧ i +
X

(pi � r)⇥ fi

Linear momentum

Angular momentum

Locally optimal feedback gains for momentum control
Optimal feedback contact forces to regulate momentum
Can be directly used in an inverse dynamics controller
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Time varying LQR along 
optimized momentum 

trajectory

[Herzog et al., Humanoids 2015, AuRo2016]



Balance control with momentum LQR control
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PD Control LQR
Above Hip Joint At Hip Joint Above Hip Joint At Hip Joint

F R B L F R L F R B L F R L
Peak Force [N] 233 108 103 80 217 207 202 244 179 107 114 293 223 118
Impulse [Ns] 7.9 4.7 5.1 3.9 9.1 9.0 6.9 6.9 6.8 6.2 4.7 9.5 8.6 4.3
max. CoG Error [cm] 4.6 3.5 3.4 2.8 5.0 4.3 2.8 3.4 2.8 2.7 1.8 3.3 3.0 1.5
max. Lin. Mom. [Nm] 22.6 10.2 15.8 6.9 13.1 7.9 9.3 19.8 13.6 16.3 9.1 14.4 9.2 9.5
max. Ang. Mom. [Nms] 4.1 1.9 2.2 1.5 2.4 0.9 0.7 3.7 2.5 2.1 2.0 2.8 1.1 2.0

Table 3 Here we list the maximum pushes applied to the robot, where each column shows the properties of one push. When
the first 7 pushes were applied, the momentum was controlled with PD control using diagonal gain matrices. For the last seven
pushes, LQR gains were used. The robot was pushed from the (F)ront, (R)ight (B)ack and (L)eft either above the hip joint or
at the height of the hip joint. The first two rows describe the peak force and impulse of each push. The last 3 rows show the
maximum deviation of the CoG and the linear and angular momentum of the robot after an impact.

Fig. 5 The robot was pushed from 4 sides at the block
above the hip and at the hip. At each point of attack it was
pushed 4 times. This figure plots the peak forces of the pushes
against the maximum CoG displacement (top two figures)
and against the maximum angular momentum (bottom two
figures). The 1st and 3rd figures from the top show experi-
ments performed with diagonal gain matrices. In the 2nd and
4th plot experiments were conducted with the LQR momen-
tum controller. The Impulses of the pushes were increasing
roughly linearly with the peak forces. A list of peak impulses
is shown in Table ??. It can be seen that overall the CoG er-
ror remains lower with the LQR controller, while the angular
momentum behaves similar.

as well as, if not better than, other approaches for which
data is available [16,?,17]. Indeed, the robot was able
to absorb impact up to peak forces of 290 N and im-
pulses of 9.5 Ns. We summarized the information for
the strongest pushes in each direction in Table ?? as a
reference.

In Figure ?? we systematically plotted the measured
peak forces against the maximum deviation of the CoG
and angular momentum for both controllers in order to
see the typical behavior of the robot. The impulses are
not plotted as they were proportional to the peak forces
in all our experiments. The maximum error for both an-
gular momentum and CoG tend to be proportional to
the peak force for all experiments. We notice from the
figure that for both momentum controllers we get sim-
ilar maximum deviations in angular momentum. How-
ever, with the LQR gains we see a significant improve-
ment in recovering the CoG. From Figure ?? we also
see how the LQR controller recovers quicker although
the robot was pushed harder than with the controller
using diagonal gain matrices.

Figure ?? shows a typical response for both con-
trollers where we plotted the impact force together with
the CoG tracking error and the momentum. We notice
that in both cases the disturbance is damped quickly.
We notice that although the peak force is higher for the
LQR controller, the response is better behaved than for
the PD controller and the momentum is damped faster.

While it is always di�cult to ensure that a better set
of parameters couldn’t be found for the PD controller,
this result suggests that the LQR design performs bet-
ter than the PD controller. Moreover, the LQR design
is much simpler to tune because the design of a perfor-
mance cost has a more intuitive meaning than PD gains
and it can capture the coupling between linear and an-
gular momentum. The other advantage of the LQR de-
sign is that once the cost function is fixed, new gains
can be computed for various poses and desired momen-
tum behaviors automatically without manual re-tuning.
This aspect was very helpful for the contact switching
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Momentum LQR with contact forces significantly 
improves performance under changing contact 

conditions

LQR DesignOriginal momentum task

[Herzog et al., Aut Robots 2016]
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Reasoning about measurement uncertainty

We need to reason about measurement 
uncertainty for optimal control of contact

Process model

Measurement 
(output) model

2.2 Meaning of the Exponential Transformation of the Cost

It has been shown [1] that the cumulant generating function (logarithmic trans-
formation of the moment generating function) of the risk-sensitive cost J can be
rewritten as a linear combination of the moments of the objective function J
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denote the variance and skewness of J . The linear combination depends
on the value of the risk-sensitive parameter �. Depending on �, there will be a
compromise between increasing control e↵ort and narrowing confidence intervals.
The lower the values of �, the less weight is given to higher order moments. When
it is negative, they even act as a reward.

3 Problem Formulation

This section introduces the stochastic problem with measurement noise. Consider
the nonlinear dynamical system and measurement model described by the SDEs

dx =f(x,u)dt+ F̃ (x,u)d! . (7)

dy =h(x,u)dt+ H̃(x,u)d� . (8)

Let x 2 IRn, u 2 IRm and y 2 IRp be the system states, control and mea-
sured outputs. d! and d� are zero-mean Brownian motions with covariance⌦dt,
� dt. f(x,u) and h(x,u) are the drift coe�cients representing the deterministic
components of the dynamics and measurement models. F̃ (x,u) and H̃(x,u)
are the di↵usion coe�cients that encode the stochasticity of the problem.

The cost is given by (2), (3) and (4). Our goal is to find a risk-sensitive
control law ⇡⇤ that minimizes the cost J⇡(x

0

, t
0

) for the stochastic system in
the presence of additive process and measurement noise. The globally optimal
control law ⇡⇤(x, t) does not depend on an initial state. However, finding it is
in general intractable. Instead, we are interested in a locally-optimal feedback
control law that approximates the globally optimal solution in the vicinity of a
nominal trajectory xn(t). Since this nominal trajectory depends on the initial
state of the system, so does the optimal feedback control law.

4 Algorithm Derivation

The algorithmic idea is to extend the dynamics (7), with the dynamics of a state
estimator. The optimal feedback control law ⇡ becomes a functional of the state
estimate and can be iteratively improved, by forward propagating measurement
noise and backward computation of optimal feedback controllers. In the follow-
ing, we present a derivation of a continuous time algorithm. A discrete-time
version of the algorithm is similar in spirit to the continuous time version, and
therefore we omit it here.
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nominal trajectory xn(t). Since this nominal trajectory depends on the initial
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The algorithmic idea is to extend the dynamics (7), with the dynamics of a state
estimator. The optimal feedback control law ⇡ becomes a functional of the state
estimate and can be iteratively improved, by forward propagating measurement
noise and backward computation of optimal feedback controllers. In the follow-
ing, we present a derivation of a continuous time algorithm. A discrete-time
version of the algorithm is similar in spirit to the continuous time version, and
therefore we omit it here.

Noise = external 
disturbance

Noise = uncertainty

What is the effect of the variance of process noise vs. 
measurement noise on the optimal feedback control?

[Ponton et al., WAFR 2016]



[Jacobson TAC 1973]
[Farshidian et al. 2015]
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The lower the values of �, the less weight is given to higher order moments. When
it is negative, they even act as a reward.

3 Problem Formulation

This section introduces the stochastic problem with measurement noise. Consider
the nonlinear dynamical system and measurement model described by the SDEs

dx =f(x,u)dt+ F̃ (x,u)d! . (7)

dy =h(x,u)dt+ H̃(x,u)d� . (8)

Let x 2 IRn, u 2 IRm and y 2 IRp be the system states, control and mea-
sured outputs. d! and d� are zero-mean Brownian motions with covariance⌦dt,
� dt. f(x,u) and h(x,u) are the drift coe�cients representing the deterministic
components of the dynamics and measurement models. F̃ (x,u) and H̃(x,u)
are the di↵usion coe�cients that encode the stochasticity of the problem.

The cost is given by (2), (3) and (4). Our goal is to find a risk-sensitive
control law ⇡⇤ that minimizes the cost J⇡(x

0

, t
0

) for the stochastic system in
the presence of additive process and measurement noise. The globally optimal
control law ⇡⇤(x, t) does not depend on an initial state. However, finding it is
in general intractable. Instead, we are interested in a locally-optimal feedback
control law that approximates the globally optimal solution in the vicinity of a
nominal trajectory xn(t). Since this nominal trajectory depends on the initial
state of the system, so does the optimal feedback control law.

4 Algorithm Derivation

The algorithmic idea is to extend the dynamics (7), with the dynamics of a state
estimator. The optimal feedback control law ⇡ becomes a functional of the state
estimate and can be iteratively improved, by forward propagating measurement
noise and backward computation of optimal feedback controllers. In the follow-
ing, we present a derivation of a continuous time algorithm. A discrete-time
version of the algorithm is similar in spirit to the continuous time version, and
therefore we omit it here.
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tions, compliance is key to carefully reach an object (the higher the uncertainty,
the more compliant the behavior). This suggests that dynamic interactions of a
robot with its environment (a fundamental problem in robotics) could be stated
as a problem with measurement uncertainty (location of the contact).

In the following, we present background material and problem statement.
Then we derive the algorithm. Finally, we illustrate the performance of the con-
trollers in two simple robotics tasks: a way-point and a contact interaction task.

2 Background
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risk-sensitive parameter, E is the expectation over J (⇡). J is therefore the risk-
sensitive cost and corresponds to the moment generating function, an alternative
specification of the probability distribution of the random variable J (⇡).

2.1 HJB Equation under the Exponential Transformation

From [1], we recall the form of the HJB equation under the exponential trans-
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where the value function  is a function of x and t. The terms without � represent
the usual HJB eq. for a stochastic dynamical system with cost rate L due to
the current state and control, the free drift and control benefit costs, and the
di↵usion cost. The interesting term is the last one which captures noise e↵ects on
statistical properties of the cost (higher moments). When � is zero, the problem
reduces to the minimization of the usual expected value of the cost E[J ].
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Exponential cost to take into account noise variance 
(risk sensitive control)2.2 Meaning of the Exponential Transformation of the Cost

It has been shown [1] that the cumulant generating function (logarithmic trans-
formation of the moment generating function) of the risk-sensitive cost J can be
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4 Algorithm Derivation

The algorithmic idea is to extend the dynamics (7), with the dynamics of a state
estimator. The optimal feedback control law ⇡ becomes a functional of the state
estimate and can be iteratively improved, by forward propagating measurement
noise and backward computation of optimal feedback controllers. In the follow-
ing, we present a derivation of a continuous time algorithm. A discrete-time
version of the algorithm is similar in spirit to the continuous time version, and
therefore we omit it here.
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1) Extend risk sensitive control to include the effect of 
measurement uncertainty

2) Iterative algorithm (variation of differential dynamic 
programming) for stochastic opt. control of nonlinear systems

3) Application to control contact interactions under uncertainty

Reasoning about measurement uncertainty



Reasoning about contact uncertainty
5 Experimental Results

We analyze the problem of a 2-DOF manipulator as shown in Fig. 1. It allows
us to show in a simple setting the main properties of the algorithm.

Uncertain��

�(q)
Viapoint

Start

Contact

q1

q2

Fig. 1: Schematic: pass through a via-point and establish contact with a wall with
uncertain location �(q) +��.

The equations of motion are

M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) = ⌧ + J(q)TF . (21)

The vector q = [q
1

, q
2

]T contains the joints angular position. M(q) is the
inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, J(q) is the
end-e↵ector Jacobian, F 2 IR2 the external forces and ⌧ 2 IR2 the input torques.
The system dynamics can be easily written in the form

dx = (F (x) +G(x)⌧)dt+G(x)d! .

We include additive process uncertainty d! and denote the state as x = [qT , q̇T ]T .
The measurement model, with Gaussian noise � with variance � , is given by

y =
⇥
q
1

q
2

q̇
1

q̇
2

⇤
T

+ � .

5.1 Experiment 1: Process Noise vs. Measurement Uncertainty

We compare the e↵ect of process and measurement noise in the control law in a
motion task between two points with two way-points. The objective function
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High process noise => high impedance (high gains)
High measurement noise => low impedance (low gains)

Impedance depends on disturbances and uncertainty

Fig. 3 shows feedback (backward pass) and estimation (forward pass) gains
for two measurement noise values � that encode uncertainty in the state, out of
which distance to contact is computed. Feedback gains show two peaks around
1 and 2.2 sec, when passing the viapoint and when contact happens. Feedback
gains for � = 0.03 are higher than for � = 0.3, where control is more cautious.
Estimation gains show a similar behavior, they are higher for low measurement
noise. Interestingly, passing the viapoint does not a↵ect them but when the con-
tact is expected, they are higher because contact provides location information.

Fig. 4 shows force profiles of contact interaction with the wall. Black dashed
lines are the reference forces. In dashed blue lines, can be seen the interaction
force profiles using a controller not sensitive to measurement uncertainty, it was
optimized for process noise (! = 0.2) but very low measurement uncertainty
(� = 0.003). The force profiles in green correspond to a controller sensitive to
measurement uncertainty, optimized for process noise (! = 0.2) and measure-
ment uncertainty (� = 0.3). We see that with the controller using measurement
uncertainty when contact happens before it was expected (�

�

= 1.5 or �
�

= 3.0
cm), forces are higher than the reference, but the interaction is not as aggressive
as it would be with the higher feedback gains of a usual non-sensitive optimal
controller. In the case of the controller sensitive only to process noise, since the
feedback gains are higher we see much higher contact forces (blue lines) and even
a loss of contact (Fig. 4 - right).
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Fig. 4: Contact forces given a perturbation �� at the contact location. Black dashed
lines show reference desired forces and dashed blue lines show the interaction profile
of a typical optimal feedback controller that does not take into account measurement
uncertainty. The controller sensitive to measurement uncertainty (green lines) robustly
deal with the uncertain dynamic interaction.

These results illustrate a potentially useful behavior: policies sensitive to
measurement uncertainty lead to low impedance behavior in face of too high
uncertainty. In a receding horizon setting, the impedance behavior would then be
adapted as the robot gains more information about the state of the environment
(e.g. after making a contact). The execution does not exploit sensed contact
forces, which could improve further the dynamic interaction, however it is able
to find a feedback control policy that can safely interact with the environment,
despite uncertainty in the position of the wall.

Force control under 
contact uncertainty

[Ponton et al., WAFR 2016]

Iterative algorithm: risk sensitive control with measurement uncertainty



Structure of dynamics can be 
exploited to create very 

efficient algorithms

Taking into account 
measurement uncertainty allows 

to create “safer” behaviors

Optimal feedback design 
(momentum to force) and 

redundant sensor fusion can 
improve behavior

Conclusion

Explicit reasoning about 
uncertainty for contact 

control

The structure of planning 
multi-contact behaviors

Feedback design on 
momentum and 

redundant sensing
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Abkommen  Das Programm PROCOPE ist ein bilaterales Forschungsförderungsprogramm, 

das 1986 zwischen dem DAAD und der französischen Regierung vereinbart wur-
de. 

   
Wer sind die  
Geldgeber? 

 Die Mittel zur Durchführung des Programms erhält der DAAD aus dem Haushalt 
des Bundesministeriums für Bildung und Forschung (BMBF). Auf französischer 
Seite wird das Programm durch das Ministerium für auswärtige Angelegenheiten 
und für Hochschule und Forschung gefördert. 

   
Welche Ziele hat 
das Programm? 

 Ziel des Programms ist die Intensivierung der Kooperation zwischen französi-
schen und deutschen Forschergruppen, die gemeinsam an einem spezifischen 
wissenschaftlichen Vorhaben arbeiten. Das Programm PROCOPE sieht hierbei 
die Förderung der Mobilität vor. Ein besonderes Gewicht liegt dabei auf der Fort-
bildung und Spezialisierung des wissenschaftlichen Nachwuchses. In der Antrag-
stellung (Projektbeschreibung) sind konkrete Ziele zu nennen (Anzahl und Status 
der Geförderten). 
Forschungskooperationen, die als Anbahnungsmaßnahmen für umfangreichere 
Vorhaben, etwa zur Vorbereitung eines Antrags bei einer europäischen oder 
deutschen Forschungsförderungseinrichtung geplant sind, sind ausdrücklich er-
wünscht. 

   
Welche Zielgruppen 
werden gefördert? 

 Wissenschaftler/innen, Hochschullehrer/innen, Studierende (Ba-
chelor/Diplom/Magister), Graduierte (Master),  Doktoranden, Postdoktoranden  

   
Wer kann einen  
Antrag stellen? 

 Antragsberechtigt auf deutscher Seite sind Hochschullehrer/-innen und promo-
vierte Wissenschaftler/-innen für ihre Hochschulen und außeruniversitären For-
schungseinrichtungen in Deutschland. Das Programm steht für alle Fachdiszipli-
nen offen. 

   
Welche Antragsvo-
raussetzungen gel-
ten? 

 Antragsvoraussetzung ist ein konkretes wissenschaftliches Forschungsvorhaben 
von hoher Qualität, an dem die Partner aus beiden Ländern gemeinsam und mög-
lichst komplementär arbeiten wollen. Es genügt nicht, wissenschaftliche Frage-
stellungen allgemeiner Art aufzubereiten, derer sich die beiden Forschergruppen 
annehmen wollen. 
Die Grundfinanzierung des Projekts (Personal- und Sachkosten auf beiden Sei-
ten) muss gesichert sein.  
Der deutsche Förderantrag kann nur dann berücksichtigt werden, wenn eine Pa-
rallelbewerbung des französischen Kooperationspartners vorliegt. Der ausländi-
sche Partner muss seine Kooperationsbereitschaft dokumentieren, indem er in 
seinem Parallelantrag seinen eigenen wissenschaftlichen Beitrag im Rahmen des 
gemeinsamen Projekts eindeutig darlegt. Dies muss er auch dann tun, wenn er 
keine eigene Finanzierung beantragt. Die gleichen Bedingungen gelten umge-
kehrt für den französischen Antrag. 
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